MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK

No. AC-VII/AB/13/10489-10989
Dated __31.07.2013____

To,

All the Principals/Directors of Colleges/Institutes affiliated to M.D. University, Rohtak.

Subject: Admissions

Your kind attention is drawn to Admission Brochure for the session 2013-14, circulated vide letter No. AC-VII/AB/F-88/13/4981-5541 dated 21.05.2013, wherein it has clearly been mentioned that the Admission Brochure may be gone through by the Principals/Directors and the members of the Admission Committee of the Colleges/Institutes and in case it is felt that advice from the University is absolutely essential, only then the case(s) should be referred to the University and that the students may not be directed to come to the University Office for seeking clarifications/approval.

Inspite of above, the students are coming in bulk in the University for seeking clarifications relating to admissions, which cause unnecessary harassment to the students. The University authorities has taken a serious view of it and it has been ordered that the matter regarding admissions be sorted out by the colleges at their own in consultation with the Admission Brochure and the students may not be harassed unnecessarily by the colleges for seeking clarifications from the University by them.

The above instructions be adhered to strictly

Incharge (Academi) /12/13

Copy to:

Director, University Computer Center with the request to upload the above on the University website.

G.Somesh
11/8/13